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Introduction

1  What is your name?

Surname:

Given name:

2  What is your email address?

Email:

3  Do your views officially represent those of an organisation?

No, these are my personal views

If yes, please specify the name of your organisation.:

4  Which of the following best describes the group or person you represent?

Private Citizen

If other, please specify.:

Comments

1  What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) you associate or identify with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments on what information should be required here.:

Spearfishing in the wild - Being able to drive for only 10 mins and launch the tiny from a beach south of town after work and feel like you are going back in time

then cook up a fresh coral trout on the coals an isolated beach under the stars is something that you can't ever put a price on.

Humpback whales - Anywhere else in the world having humpback whales like they are in the gulf would be the tourist attraction of a whole country (I've paid big

bucks to do whale watching in other parts of the world that was their number one tourist attraction and it was comparable to looking for whales in the gulf in

January, nothing!), but because Ningaloo is right next door no one realises that taking a SUP or kayak off town beach to watch breaching whales is something as

special as it is.

Pristine - To have undeveloped shorelines and just you and a couple mates exploring a section of coastline within the gulf is epic.

2  What activities do you engage with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments on how emissions should be considered here.:

Freediving, underwater photography, spearfishing, whale watching, camping, exploring (just taking the tinny out to see what new stuff we can find)

3  What environmental pressures do you observe in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments here.:

Prawn trawling - A commercial activity that creates pressure. Degradation of key habitats that support the gulf and Ningaloo more broadly. Trawl on the same

areas to reduce impact but we have no baseline data to show what this habitat was before trawling and what it would be like if trawling stopped so have no idea

the scale of this impact. Also has consistent and recorded bi-catch of endangered and critically endangered species as well as the bi-catch of a range of other

species. Also the impact on birds, fish and mammals of the removal of potential food source of prawns from gulf each year is unknown but worth noting.

Currently fishing and spearfishing is an important extractive impact from recreational community that is growing each year.

4wd on beaches unknown impacts or scale.

Climate change - Bundegi has had some serious coral loss and its l kely this will increase its impacts over time for rest of the gulf. Could also see the islands

slowly disappear as sea levels rise and cyclone frequency and intensity increase.

4  What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth Gulf affect you/your sector or business?



Label:

Currently I think trawling effects habitat so effects fish populations and then spearfishing.

5  Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be proposed) that you are aware of, which will impact the Exmouth Gulf?

Label:

Sub Sea 7

A) impact of aesthetics of shoreline

B) investing in an industry (fossil fuel production) which we know impacts ningaloo and the world negatively

C) Investing in an industry which has a finite life span that may impact a growing industry with an infinite lifespan in tourism.

D) Direct impacts of more boats, dragging pipes with weighted chains that may impact gulf habitats.

E) Decreased access to gulf when pipes are being towed

Deep Water Port

A) Everyone says how much of an impact the marina had on the immediate surrounding reef, creating a deep water port could have even more. We know how

bad groynes have been for metro areas in terms of impacting natural movements of sediment along beaches, in a cyclone effected area it will change sand banks

and create future engineering problems government and community will have to pay for.

B) Exmouth was fully booked for all of tourist season this year and there is a real feel within the community that we need to work out the towns and our resources

carrying capacity before we get more people coming. We have a healthy reef, gulf and community, if we lose any f these links we lose them all and then no one

will come to town.

C) Increased shipping activity into one of WA's most important humpback whale nurseries not to mention all the other reptiles, mammals and manta rays that are

surface active can not be a good thing.

Salt mine/farm

I don't know much about this other than I expect it to be out of sight, out of mind for a lot of people, howver I know that these inter tidal salt flats are the backbone

of these estuarine systems and if mucking around with them could impact species in the gulf, then it could impact on the Ningaloo and that is a HUGE risk to take.

6  Is there any other information you would like to provide?

Please provide your comments here.:

Beyond the emotional and cultural arguments for protection based off how beautiful this spot is,

Beyond the environmental arguments for protection based off the internationally significant species that use the gulf,

....From a purely economic discussion (which drives the proposed industrial activities).

The cumulative economic value (long term jobs and dollars into Exmouth community) which will come from Sub sea 7, Trawling, Salt mine and a deep water port

does not compare with the economic value of tourism (which is growing every year and can last forever).

So I do not understand from an economic standpoint how activities which are finite in their nature and will 100% have some kind of negatively impacts (though the

scale of which we do not yet know) on a HUGE economic value (tourism) that is growing and infinite in the time periods it can deliver value (100 years +) could

ever be considered.

7  If you have any documents to include with your submission, please upload here.

Upload document here.:

No file was uploaded

Upload additional document here.:

No file was uploaded

8  Information provided.

I Agree that my submission response does not contain confidential information, and that the submission may be published in full.




